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ABSTRACT The present research investigated whether digital and non-
digital platforms activate differing default levels of cognitive 
construal. Two initial randomized experiments revealed that 
individuals who completed the same information processing 
task on a digital mobile device (a tablet or laptop computer) 
versus a non-digital platform (a physical print-out) exhibited 
a lower level of construal, one prioritizing immediate, 
concrete details over abstract, decontextualized 
interpretations. This pattern emerged both in digital platform 
participants’ greater preference for concrete versus abstract 
descriptions of behaviors as well as superior performance on 
detail-focused items (and inferior performance on inference-
focused items) on a reading comprehension assessment.  A 
pair of final studies found that the likelihood of correctly 
solving a problem-solving task requiring higher-level “gist” 
processing was: (1) higher for participants who processed the 
information for task on a non-digital versus digital platform 
and (2) heightened for digital platform participants who had 
first completed an activity activating an abstract mindset, 
compared to (equivalent) performance levels exhibited by 
participants who had either completed no prior activity or 
completed an activity activating a concrete mindset. 
Author Keywords Construal level; digital versus non-digital platforms; 
information processing; reading comprehension  
ACM Classification Keywords H.5.m. Information interfaces and presentation (e.g., HCI): 
Miscellaneous 
INTRODUCTION Speculative reports of the potential long-term impact of 
modern technology on human cognition have become 
increasingly ubiquitous in popular press outlets, with many 
mass media journalists sounding warning bells about the 
deterioration of attention spans brought about by technology-

induced multitasking and a growing shallowness of thought 
and communication catalyzed by our increasing reliance on 
mobile devices and social media platforms [15].  A common 
theme in such reports is the fear that the modern world’s 
information inundation is killing humans’ capacity for 
contemplative, abstract thought and, indeed, permanently 
altering the wiring and circuitry of our brains [1].  Despite 
the often sensationalist and alarmist nature of these accounts, 
there is growing evidence that they may not be far from the 
truth.  For example, neuroscience researchers comparing 
experienced Internet users with novices found significant 
changes in the neural circuitry of the latter group, particularly 
in areas of the brain associated with short-term memory and 
rapid decision-making, after just a matter of five days’ 
exposure to the web [17; see also 5, 18, 19]. 
Moreover, a substantial body of work since the 1980s 
comparing electronic and print reading has shown relative 
determents in comprehension levels and depth of processing 
[12, 13, 23]. Nonetheless, more recent reviews of the 
literature have revealed that such investigations have 
provided inconsistent results, precluding the drawing of any 
definitive conclusions about the differences between reading 
from screens and paper [3, 16].  In addition, a majority of the 
published research has focused on identifying features of 
digital platforms that may affect the quality or depth of 
processing or retention of information [3, 14, 22].  
Comparatively less attention has been devoted to studying 
the distinct cognitive processes which, all other factors being 
equal, might be triggered by digital versus non-digital 
information processing platforms.  Has the human mind 
evolved to the point that the mere fact that information is 
being processed on a digital device be sufficient to activate a 
distinct mindset or pattern of processing?  This fundamental 
question provided the impetus for the present work.   
Our interest in this question was spurred by the results of our 
own exploratory pilot work in the domain of game design 
and research. Specifically, a prior investigation [10] 
compared player performance in a public health strategy 
game of which participants were randomly assigned to play 
either a digital instantiation (a mobile app) or non-digital 
analog (a physical board game).  This game centered on the 
key issues of disease spread and immunization. This 
investigation showed that significant differences emerged in 
players’ success in the game as well as the game’s efficacy 
at promoting higher levels of systems thinking.  Specifically, 
players of the digital version exhibited strategies prioritizing 
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immediate, localized solutions (e.g., deploying vaccinations 
nearby an occurring outbreak) rather than maintaining a “big 
picture” view (e.g., considering the presence of more 
vulnerable characters elsewhere on the board).    
These divergent patterns of decision making and strategizing 
led us to predict that digital technologies may, in fact, 
“prime” or activate differing default levels of construal in 
individuals.  Construal-level theory (CLT), posited by 
psychologists Trope and Liberman [20], posits that the more 
psychologically close versus distant individuals perceive 
themselves to be from a stimulus or event, the more likely 
they are to think of it in terms of concrete details versus 
abstract, higher-level interpretations.  According to CLT, the 
likelihood of utilizing more concrete versus abstract 
construal levels may shift depending on a number of factors 
(e.g., temporal or spatial distance between people and 
objects, hypotheticality of events, etc.) that are “primed” or 
activated by the current situation or one’s current mindset.  
Moreover, psychologists have identified a number of key 
benefits of utilizing more abstract, high-level construals, 
including higher levels of self-control resulting from more 
abstract construals of self- or goal-related information [8] as 
well as higher levels of creativity and insightfulness [6]. 
To date, the construct of construal levels and the implications 
of construal for information processing have not 
significantly informed HCI theory or research. The present 
work aimed to begin to fill this gap by investigating whether 
the aforementioned divergences in information processing in 
digital versus non-digital platforms could be due, at least in 
part, to the default level of construal triggered by the two. 
Specifically, might digital platforms have created a mental 
“habit” of triggering a more detail-focused mindset, one that 
prioritizes processing local, immediate information rather 
than considering more abstract, decontextualized 
interpretations of information [20]?  The four studies 
reported here sought to investigate this possibility, both by 
comparing information processing between digital and non-
digital delivery platforms (Studies 1, 2, and 3A) and testing 
the impact of priming either an abstract or concrete mindset 
in individuals prior to their completion of an information 
processing task on a digital device (Study 3B).   
STUDY 1 As a first step toward investigating whether digital platforms 
activate lower levels of construal compared to non-digital 
platforms, an initial study administered a standard measure 
of construal level preference to participants on either a digital 
device (i.e., a 2nd generation Apple iPad) or a non-digital 
platform (a physical print-out of the same materials).     
Participants Seventy-seven participants (45 female, 32 male, mean age = 
24.2 years) enrolled in the study in exchange for a small 
monetary compensation.  Participants were recruited for the 
study via word of mouth from friends and colleagues in the 
campus community, printed flyers and postings on social 

media outlets, and direct solicitation of visitors to the 
academic building in which the study was conducted.   
Materials and Procedure All study sessions took place in an academic laboratory, and 
each participant completed the study individually.  Prior to 
their arrival, an experimenter randomly assigned participants 
to either the digital platform condition (N = 40) or non-digital 
platform condition (N = 36).  In both conditions, participants 
completed the Behavior Identification Form [21], a 
validated, widely used measure assessing individuals’ 
current preference for low versus high levels of construals of 
everyday behaviors and events.  This self-report measure 
presents respondents with a list of twenty-five items, each 
representing a particular behavior (e.g., “making a list”), 
along with two alternative descriptions of the target 
behavior, one high-level and abstract in nature (e.g., “getting 
organized”) and the other low-level and concrete in nature 
(e.g., “writing things down”).  Respondents are asked to 
mark which of the two descriptions they would currently 
prefer to use to describe the given behavior.   
In creating the digital and non-digital implementation of the 
Behavior Identification Form for use in the study, great care 
was taken to keep nearly all features of the presented 
stimulus materials constant between the two platforms.  For 
example, the same font size and layout of the screens/pages 
were utilized between the two delivery platforms and the 
contextual setup for participants’ reading of the information 
were standardized (with participants presented the digital 
device or print-out on a flat surface in front of them), in order 
to help rule out any alternative explanations for differences 
in outcome observed between the two platforms.  In addition, 
participants’ means of indicating their selected alternative 
was equivalent as possible, with participants in the digital 
platform condition clicking a box to make a check mark 
appear, and participants in the non-digital platform condition 
physically using a pen to mark their chosen option.   
Next, participants in all conditions were administered a brief 
survey measuring their gender, age, and frequency of use of 
iPads or related mobile tablet devices.  For the latter items, 
participants were asked to indicate whether or not they had 
used tablets in the past and, if so, how frequently (on a 5-
point Likert scale, with 1 = “once or twice” and 5 = “daily”).   
Results and Discussion Each response to the twenty-five items included in the 
Behavior Identification Form is scored “0” if respondents 
selected the low-level description and “1” if they selected the 
high-level description.  Each participant’s responses were 
summed to form an overall Behavior Identification score, 
with higher scores indicating a higher preference for abstract 
construals.   Between-condition differences in preference 
levels were analyzed using a one-way analysis of variance 
(ANOVA).  Results revealed that, in line with predictions, 
participants in the non-digital platform condition exhibited a 
significantly higher level of preference for abstract 
construals (M = 18.56, SD = 10.31) than did participants in 
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the digital platform condition (M = 13.75, SD = 8.23), F(1, 
76) = 4.78, p < .03, d = .50.  Importantly, there were no 
significant differences between conditions in frequency of 
prior use of digital tablets, with a vast majority of participants 
in both the non-digital and digital platform conditions 
indicating either weekly or daily use of tablets.  Thus, the 
observed difference in construal level cannot easily be 
accounted for by a lack of familiarity with mobile devices; at 
the same time, the restricted range of responses exhibited by 
participants prevents us from determining the level of 
correlation between frequency of tablet use and construal 
level preferences.  In addition, a similar pattern of response 
on the device use frequency items emerged in Studies 2 and 
3.  Furthermore, no significant main effects of gender or 
platform x gender interactions were observed in this study or 
the subsequent two studies.  Thus, neither of these variables 
will be discussed further.     
 
In sum, Study 1 provided initial evidence that digital mobile 
devices may indeed trigger a lower level of construal, 
compared to the level triggered by non-digital displays, for 
individuals processing the same information. Study 2 sought 
to extend these findings to a new domain of information 
processing – the reading of a fictional short story – and 
another digital platform, a laptop computer.   
STUDY 2   
Participants Eighty-one participants (47 female, 33 male, 1 unspecified, 
mean age = 21.2 years) enrolled in the study in exchange for 
a small monetary compensation.     
Materials and Procedure Most elements of the procedure from Study 1 were 
maintained in Study 2, including the study setting, means of 
recruitment, and efforts to standardize conditions between 
the digital and non-digital platform conditions.  In this study, 
participants were asked to read a short story (written by 
author David Sedaris) describing a fictionalized account of a 
main character’s memories of a holiday visit to his family 
home.  The story was selected for the study due to its high 
level of rich detail and deeper inferences about the broader 
meaning of the narrative events and their implications for the 
main character.  In the non-digital platform condition (N = 
39), participants were presented the story as a physical print-
out; in the digital platform condition (N = 42), participants 
read the same story as a PDF displayed on the screen.  As in 
Study 1, efforts were taken to standardize the parameters of 
presentation between the two conditions.   
After they finished reading the story, all participants were 
administered a surprise paper-and-pencil reading 
comprehension test.  This assessment instrument included 
twenty-four multiple-choice items, with twelve items 
gauging participants’ memory of specific details presented in 
the narrative interspersed with twelve items gauging 
participants’ understanding of higher-level inferences that 
the author intended readers to glean from the story.  

Participants’ performance on the detail-oriented and 
inference-oriented comprehension items  
Results and Discussion Participants’ responses to each of the reading comprehension 
was scored either 0 (incorrect) or 1 (correct) and summed to 
form overall scores for the detail-oriented and inference-
oriented questions. Between-condition differences in scores 
for each category of comprehension item were analyzed 
using a one-way ANOVA.  Results revealed that, in line with 
predictions, participants in the non-digital platform condition 
exhibited higher scores on the inference items (M = 7.91, SD 
= 3.32) than did participants in the digital platform condition 
(M = 5.74, SD = 3.15), F(1, 80) = 9.13, p < .01, d = .67.  The 
opposite pattern emerged for the detail-oriented questions, 
with digital platform participants exhibiting a better average 
score on these items (M = 8.79, SD = 3.78) compared to their 
non-digital platform counterparts (M = 7.00, SD = 4.01), F(1, 
80) = 4.37, p < .04, d = .46.  These findings corroborate the 
results of Study 1 and extend their generalizability to a new 
domain of information processing (the reading of a fictional 
narrative) and a second form of digital technology (a laptop 
PC).  The final two studies to be reported sought to replicate 
the pattern of results from Studies 1 and 2 using a novel 
problem-solving task requiring abstract processing (Study 
3A) and, further, to investigate whether activating a higher-
level mindset prior to that task might help improve 
performance for participants completing the task on a digital 
platform (Study 3B). 
STUDY 3A   
Participants Sixty participants (35 female, 25 male, mean age = 20.9 
years) enrolled in the study in exchange for a small monetary 
compensation.     
Materials and Procedure 
In the focal information processing task, adapted from a 
version used in previous research [9], all participants were 
presented with a table of information about various fictitious 
Japanese car models; each cell in the table listed a particular 
category of attribute (e.g., leg room or gas mileage) and a 
particular model’s standing on that attribute (e.g., “adequate” 
or “excellent”).  Participants were randomly assigned to read 
the table on either a PC laptop screen (N = 32) or paper print-
out (N = 28) and were given exactly two minutes to scan the 
table of information, after which they were immediately 
asked to select which of the four car models they believed to 
be the superior one.  This task is constructed such that one 
particular model is objectively superior to all others based on 
the significance of the attributes and the “winning” model’s 
standing on the most important of those attributes.  
Discerning this pattern, however, is made significantly more 
challenging by the state of “information overload” that 
individuals face when presented with the table of attributes.  
Importantly, prior work has confirmed that individuals 
employing high-level (i.e., top-down) “gist” processing 
(focusing primarily on the categories of attributes to discern 
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the most important features on which to derive a judgment) 
performed significantly better than individuals employing 
low-level (i.e., bottom-up) detail-oriented processing. 
Results and Discussion 
Participants’ responses were scored either 0 (incorrect) or 1 
(correct) for purposes of analysis. A chi-square test revealed 
that a significantly higher proportion of participants in the 
non-digital platform condition reported the correct answer 
(66%) compared to the digital platform condition (43%), 
χ2(N = 60) = 4.16, p < .05, d = .54.  This pattern of results 
provides additional support for the notion that the default 
mindset triggered by digital devices is a lower level of 
cognitive construal.  In a final study, we investigated whether 
performance on this task might be improved on digital 
platforms by utilizing a pre-task activity activating an 
abstract construal level.   
STUDY 3B   
Participants One hundred nineteen participants (65 female, 57 male, 7 
unspecified, mean age = 21.7 years) enrolled in the study in 
exchange for a small monetary compensation.     
Materials and Procedure In this study, prior to the administration of the problem-
solving task used in Study 3A on a PC laptop, a third of the 
participants (N = 40) were randomly assigned to complete a 
priming activity intended to activate a high cognitive 
construal level, a third (N = 40) completed a parallel activity 
intended to activate a low construal level, and a third (N = 
39) completed neither of these activities.  The high-level task 
instructed participants to think of successive reasons why 
they would pursue the goal of “improving one’s health and 
fitness”; the low-level task had participants think of 
successive reasons how they would pursue the same goal.  
This “how/why” task has been used extensively in prior 
research to activate either a more abstract (why) or concrete 
(how) mindset [7].  As employed in the present study, this 
task was intended both to provide additional evidence for the 
default low-level construal level predicted to be triggered by 
digital platforms (as indicated by equivalent levels of 
performance on the car judgment task in the how-task and 
no-task conditions) as well as to illustrate one possible means 
of improving performance on tasks requiring abstract 
processing on digital platforms (as indicated by superior 
performance in the why-task versus no-task condition).   
Results and Discussion Participants’ responses were scored either 0 (incorrect) or 1 
(correct) for purposes of analysis. Results revealed an 
equivalent level of success at identifying the correct car 
model as the superior one in the “how-task” condition (25% 
correct) and “no-task” (30%) conditions.  In contrast, a chi-
square test revealed that a significantly higher proportion of 
participants in the “why-task” reported the correct answer 
(48%), χ 2(N = 119) = 6.15, p < .05, d = .37.  This pattern of 
results provides additional support for the notion that the 
default mindset triggered by digital devices is a lower level 

of cognitive construal (as evidenced by the parity in 
performance between participants who completed the 
concrete mindset-priming activity and those who completed 
no prior activity).   Furthermore, this study builds on the 
results of Studies 1 and 2 by demonstrating that triggering a 
more abstract mindset in individuals prior to an information 
processing task on a digital platform could be one viable 
means of facilitating better performance on tasks requiring 
higher-level construals.   
GENERAL DISCUSSION 
Taken together, these results provide strong evidence for a 
potential divide in the default level of construal activated by 
digital versus non-digital platforms.  This work builds on 
prior research exploring cross-platform differences in 
cognition (the majority of which has focused on differences 
in experiences and comprehension in the domain of reading 
retention and comprehension) by controlling for most 
confounding factors that differentiate digital and non-digital 
displays and investigating the mindset or information 
processing frame that is activated by the digital platform 
itself.   
There are several explanations for why mobile digital 
technologies may prime or trigger a lower-level, concrete 
mindset in individuals.  As noted earlier, prior work has 
shown that even brief experiences with digital technology for 
newcomers can have significant effects on neural networks 
associated with working memory and rapid decision making.  
Likewise, a growing number of accounts attest to particular 
information processing habits, such as quick scanning and 
skimming [4, 24], and expectations, such as immediate 
gratification, that individuals come to associate with their 
interactions with digital platforms [18].  The ever-increasing 
demands of multitasking, divided attention, and information 
overload that individuals encounter in their use of digital 
technologies may cause them to “retreat” to the less 
cognitively demanding lower end of the concrete-abstract 
continuum.  The present work suggests that this tendency 
may be so well-ingrained that it generalizes to contexts in 
which those resource demands are not immediately present.     
These results are not intended to be an indictment of digital 
technology and its impact on cognition.  Indeed, there is great 
value in utilizing lower-level, concrete construals of 
information, particularly in domains requiring the careful 
consideration of lower-level details, such as analytical 
problem solving [6] and risk assessment [11].  At the same 
time, if the increasing accessibility and ubiquity of digital 
technologies is causing a shift toward the prioritization of 
concrete construals of information, it is important to consider 
the ramifications of this trend.  Thus, the present work may 
provide an impetus for HCI designers and researchers to 
consider strategies for encouraging users to see the “forest” 
as well as the “trees” when interacting with digital platforms. 
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